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Abstract

Recently, there has been interest in understanding the performance of Graph Neural Networks (GNNs)
on input graphs exhibiting heterophily, or the tendency for nodes of different classes to connect. Initial
findings showed that many standard GNN models struggled on certain benchmark datasets exhibiting high
heterophily, prompting research into existing and novel GNN designs that improved learning in these contexts.
However, further analyses revealed that certain highly heterophilous settings did not challenge GNNs without
these specialized designs, raising questions about the true factors causing performance degradation. In this
work, we first review various GNN designs proposed for handling graphs with heterophily, and examine their
connections to other GNN research objectives such as robustness, fairness, and oversmoothing avoidance. Next,
we conduct an empirical study to investigate the specific heterophilous graph conditions under which GNNs
can and cannot perform effectively. Our analysis reveals that although high heterophily does not universally
impede conventional GNNs, unique challenges in heterophilous graphs, particularly the intertwined effects
with low-degree nodes and complex compatibility patterns, warrant GNN designs specifically tailored to
heterophily. In conclusion, we discuss future research directions aimed at advancing the understanding of the
impact of heterophily on GNNs across a broader range of contexts.

1 Introduction

Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) [51, 43] have gained prominence in recent years due to their remarkable
theoretical and empirical potential for learning powerful representations of graph-structured data. Many real-
world graphs or networks exhibit homophily, where nodes predominantly connect with others belonging to the
same class [27, 58]. While early GNNs demonstrated promise on graphs with this property, they faced challenges
on graphs exhibiting heterophily, where the majority of nodes connect to those of different classes [1, 29, 58].
This prompted investigations into GNN design choices conducive to learning on graphs with heterophily and
sparked interest in developing new GNN models tailored for this property [58, 46, 6, 49, 24, 46, 52, 33].

Beyond improving the effectiveness of GNNs on heterophilous datasets, recent research has shown that
the challenges posed by graphs with heterophily are closely connected to other GNN challenges, including
oversmoothing [19, 5], algorithmic bias [18, 40], and sensitivity to adversarial attacks [60, 8, 44, 42, 17, 25].
Designs addressing heterophily often improve the ability of GNNs to handle these challenges as well, leading to
significant advances in overall GNN capabilities [6, 46, 23, 55, 4].

Another line of work, however, has revisited whether early GNN designs were as ill-suited for learning
from heterophilous graphs as initially thought. On some heterophilous networks, basic Graph Convolutional
Networks (GCNs) [16] have proven competitive with, or even outperformed, models specifically designed for
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heterophily [26, 24]. This has led to the proposition that the challenges posed by some graph datasets are not
best captured by the traditional homophily ratio. Consequently, other works have focused on analyzing the
properties of heterophilous graphs that challenge early GNNs and designing generalized homophily metrics that
offer more insight into the difficulties a graph dataset may present [26, 24]. Thus, a valid debate exists over
whether “heterophily” is a real problem that GNNs face.

Our work revisits this debate with additional analysis. First, we provide a concise review of recent designs for
graphs with heterophily, their connections to other GNN research objectives, as well as generalized heterophily
metrics. We then examine the heterophilous conditions under which conventional GNNs have been shown to be
competitive with those tailored for heterophily. Our analysis reveals that while conventional GNNs can sometimes
succeed in learning on heterophilous graphs without specialized designs, such condition is often broken when the
underlying data has low-degree nodes and complex heterophilous patterns (“compatibility matrices”). Thus, we
believe that continuing to develop GNNs that can learn across the spectrum of low-to-high homophily remains an
important theoretical and empirical problem. We summarize our contributions as follows:

• We review and summarize recent designs proposed for graphs with heterophily (§3.1), providing a unifying
intuition. Moreover, we discuss their use in subsequent GNN works and their implications for other
objectives of GNN research (§3.2), such as fairness, robustness, and reducing oversmoothing.

• We conduct an empirical analysis on the conditions under which conventional GNNs can succeed on
heterophilous datasets (§4). Our analysis demonstrates the unique challenges in achieving high separability
of Neighborhood Label Distribution (NLD) when low-degree nodes (§4.2.2) or complex heterophilous
patterns (§4.2.3) are present. These challenges hinder the effectiveness of conventional GNNs and are best
addressed by GNN designs specifically tailored for heterophily (§4.2.4).

• We discuss future research directions aimed at enhancing our understanding of how heterophily impacts
GNNs across a broader range of contexts (§5). These include moving beyond node classification and
global homophily, introducing more diverse graph datasets and applications, and exploring the connections
between heterophily and heterogeneity.

2 Notation and Preliminaries

Figure 1: Neighborhoods.

In this section, we give the key notations and definitions that we use throughout
our paper. Let G = (V, E) be an undirected, unweighted graph with node set V
and edge set E . We denote a general neighborhood centered around v as N(v)
(G may have self-loops), the corresponding neighborhood that does not include
the ego (node v) as N̄(v), and the general neighbors of node v at exactly i
hops/steps away (minimum distance) as N̄i(v). For example, as shown in Fig. 1,
N̄1(v) = {u : (u, v) ∈ E} are the immediate neighbors of v. We represent
the graph by its adjacency matrix A ∈ {0, 1}n×n and its node feature matrix
X ∈ Rn×F , where the vector xv corresponds to the ego-feature of node v, and
{xu : u ∈ N̄(v)} to its neighbor-features. We further represent the degree
of a node v by dv, which denotes the number of neighbors in its immediate
neighborhood N̄1(v).

We further assume a class label vector y, which for each node v contains a
unique class label yv ∈ Y , and the one-hot encoding onehot(yv) forms the row vectors of label encoding matrix
Y ∈ {0, 1}n×|Y|. We further define Vi as the set of nodes v ∈ V with label yv = i. The goal of semi-supervised
node classification is to learn a mapping ℓ : V → Y , given a set of labeled nodes TV = {(v1, y1), (v2, y2), ...} as
training data.
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Graph Neural Networks (GNNs). From a probabilistic perspective, most GNN models assume the following
local Markov property on node features: for each node v ∈ V , there exists a neighborhood N(v) such that yv
only depends on the ego-feature xv and neighbor-features {xu : u ∈ N(v)}. Most models derive the class label
yv via the following representation learning approach:

r(k)v = f
(
r(k−1)
v , {r(k−1)

u : u ∈ N(v)}
)
, r(0)v = xv, and yv = argmax{softmax(r(K)

v )W}, (1)

where the embedding function f is applied repeatedly in K total rounds, node v’s representation (or hidden state
vector) at round k, r(k)v , is learned from its ego- and neighbor-representations in the previous round, and a softmax
classifier with learnable weight matrix W is applied to the final representation of v. Most existing models differ
in their definitions of neighborhoods N(v) and embedding function f . A typical definition of neighborhood
is N1(v)—i.e., the 1-hop neighbors of v. As for f , in graph convolutional networks (GCN) [16] each node
repeatedly averages its own features and those of its neighbors to update its own feature representation. Using an
attention mechanism, GAT [37] models the influence of different neighbors more precisely as a weighted average
of the ego- and neighbor-features. GraphSAGE [12] generalizes the aggregation beyond averaging, and models
the ego-features distinctly from the neighbor-features in its subsampled neighborhood.
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Figure 2: An example graph (top)
and its empirical class compatibility
matrix H (bottom). It demonstrates
mixed homophily and heterophily,
with node colors represent class la-
bels: nodes in green show strong ho-
mophily, while nodes in orange and
purple show strong heterophily.

Homophily and heterophily. In this work, we focus on heterophily
in class labels. We first define the edge homophily ratio h as a measure
of the graph homophily level, and use it to define graphs with strong
homophily/heterophily:

Definition 2.1 (Edge Homophily Ratio [1, 58]) The edge homophily ra-
tio h = |{(u,v):(u,v)∈E∧yu=yv}|

|E| is the fraction of edges in a graph which
connect nodes that have the same class label (i.e., intra-class edges).

Definition 2.2: Graphs with strong homophily have high edge homophily
ratio h → 1, while graphs with strong heterophily (i.e., low/weak ho-
mophily) have small edge homophily ratio h→ 0.

The edge homophily ratio in Dfn. 2.1 gives an overall trend for all
the edges in the graph. The actual level of homophily may vary within
different pairs of node classes, i.e., there is different tendency of connec-
tion between each pair of classes. For instance, in an online purchasing
network [28] with three classes—fraudsters, accomplices, and honest
users—, fraudsters connect with higher probability to accomplices and
honest users. Moreover, within the same network, it is possible that some
classes exhibit homophily, while others exhibit heterophily; we give an
example in Figure 2. To capture the tendency of connection between each
pair of classes, we define the empirical class compatibility matrix H as
follows:

Definition 2.3 (Empirical Class Compatibility Matrix [58, 57]) The empirical class compatibility matrix H
has entries [H]i,j that capture the fraction of edges from a node in class i to a node in class j:

[H]i,j =
|{(u, v) : (u, v) ∈ E ∧ yu = i ∧ yv = j}|
|{(u, v) : (u, v) ∈ E ∧ yu = i}|

By definition, the class compatibility matrix is a stochastic matrix, with each row summing up to 1.
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Heterophily ̸= Heterogeneity. We remark that heterophily, which we study in this work, is a distinct network
concept from heterogeneity. Formally, a network is heterogeneous [35] if it has at least two types of nodes and
different relationships between them, and homogeneous if it has a single type of nodes (e.g., users) and a single
type of edges (e.g., friendship). The type of nodes in heterogeneous graphs does not necessarily match the class
labels yv, therefore both homogeneous and heterogeneous networks may have different levels of homophily.

3 Progress for Addressing Heterophily in GNNs

In this section, we first present a concise overview of effective design strategies proposed to enhance GNN
performance under heterophily (§3.1), and then discuss the implications of these designs for other GNN research
in robustness, fairness, and reducing oversmoothing (§3.2).

3.1 Effective Designs for Graph Neural Networks on Heterophilous Graphs

We present an overview of the effective design strategies that have been recently proposed to enhance GNN
performance on heterophilous graphs. We initiate our discussion with widely adopted designs (D1-D4) in GNN
architectures for heterophily, three of which were initially explored in [58]. Subsequently, we examine two
emerging designs (D5-D6) introduced by Yan et al. [46], which offer a novel unified approach to address two
significant challenges faced by GNNs: oversmoothing and heterophily. Our primary focus in this section is to
discuss the design principles and their underlying intuition for improving learning under heterophily without
delving into specific models; we direct interested readers to a comprehensive survey by Zheng et al. [52] for more
details about particular models.

3.1.1 Ego- and Neighbor-embedding Separation

Zhu et al. [58] identified three designs for improving the performance of GNNs on heterophilous graphs and
provided theoretical justifications. At a high level, the first design entails encoding each ego-embedding (i.e.,
a node’s embedding) separately from the aggregated embeddings of its neighbors, since they are likely to be
dissimilar in heterophily settings. Formally, the representation (or hidden state vector) learned for each node v at
GNN layer with depth k is given as:

r(k)v = COMBINE
(
r(k−1)
v , AGGR({r(k−1)

u : u ∈ N̄(v)})
)
, (2)

the neighborhood N̄(v) does not include v (no self-loops), the AGGR function aggregates representations only
from the neighbors (in some way—e.g., average), and AGGR and COMBINE may be followed by a non-linear
transformation. For heterophily, after aggregating the neighbors’ representations, the definition of COMBINE
(akin to ‘skip connection’ between layers) is critical: the ego-embedding and the aggregated neighbor-embedding
should be processed by different sets of weight matrices under COMBINE. A simple way to combine the ego- and
the aggregated neighbor-embeddings without ‘mixing’ them is with concatenation as in GraphSAGE [12]—rather
than averaging all of them as in the GCN model by Kipf and Welling [16]. Intuitively, [58] argues that choosing
a COMBINE function that separates the representations of each node v and its neighbors N̄(v) allows for more
expressiveness, where the skipped or non-aggregated representations can evolve separately over multiple rounds
of propagation without becoming prohibitively similar to representations aggregated from neighbors.

While this design was first discussed in [58] as the most critical design in the context of improving GNN
performance under heterophily, it had already been proposed and adopted in prior GNN models such as Graph-
SAGE [12], without addressing the problem of heterophily. GCN-Cheby [9] and MixHop [1] also feature a
variant of this design, with the AGGR function operating on N(v) (with self-loops) instead of N̄(v) (no self-
loops), while still featuring a separate channel for the ego-embedding. Following H2GCN proposed in [58], this
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design has gained wide adaptation for GNNs designed with heterophilous graphs in mind, such as CPGNN [57],
GPR-GNN [6], FAGCN [49], FSGNN [50], JacobiConv [20], GGCN [46], GBK-GNN [10], ACM [24], and
OrderedGNN [33]. More recently, Platonov et al. [30] conducted benchmark experiments on additional het-
erophilous datasets and showed that GNNs featuring this design, including GAT [37] and UniMP [32] modified
to include this design, achieve the best results in nearly all cases, which further validates the importance of the
ego & neighbor embedding separation.

3.1.2 Higher-order Neighborhoods

The second design in [58] involves explicitly aggregating information from higher-order neighborhoods in each
GNN layer, beyond the immediate neighbors of each node:

r(k)v = COMBINE
(
r(k−1)
v , AGGR1({r(k−1)

u : u ∈ N̄1(v)}), AGGR2({r(k−1)
u : u ∈ N̄2(v)}), . . .

)
, (3)

where N̄i(v) denotes the neighbors of v at exactly i hops away, and the AGGRi functions applied to different
neighborhoods can be the same or different. This design—first employed in GCN-Cheby [9] and MixHop [1]—
augments the implicit aggregation over higher-order neighborhoods that most GNN models achieve through
multiple layers of first-order propagation based on variants of Eq. equation 2. Zhu et al. [58] attribute the
effectiveness of this design to observations that even though the immediate neighborhoods may be heterophilous,
the higher-order neighborhoods may show homophily in certain datasets (e.g., binary attribute prediction on
2-partite graphs [2, 7]) and thus provide more relevant context to GNNs.

Early implementations of this design, such as GCN-Cheby [9] and MixHop [1], extract embeddings from
higher-order neighborhoods N̄i(v) within each layer by employing “Delta Operators” [1]. These operators differ-
entiate the aggregated embeddings in different orders of the (normalized) adjacency matrices Ai and Ai−1 for
improved computational efficiency. In contrast, H2GCN [58], UGCN [13], TDGNN [39], and OrderedGNN [33]
precisely compute the i-hop neighborhoods N̄i(v) for each node v before applying the AGGRi functions to prevent
mixing nodes from different hops. Notably, the recent approach by Song et al. [33] achieves state-of-the-art
classification accuracy on heterophilous datasets by modeling message passing within higher-order neighborhoods
using a rooted-tree hierarchy, and aligning segments of variable length in the resulting node embeddings with
specific neighborhood orders.

3.1.3 Combination of Intermediate Representations

The third design proposed in [58] combines the intermediate representations of each node at the final layer:

r(final)
v = COMBINE

(
r(1)v , r(2)v , . . ., r(K)

v

)
. (4)

This approach explicitly captures both local and global information using COMBINE functions that process
each representation individually, such as concatenation or LSTM-attention [45]. This design was initially
introduced in jumping knowledge networks [45] and demonstrated to enhance the representation power of GCNs
under homophily. Intuitively, each GNN layer gathers information with varying degrees of locality—earlier
layers focus on local information, while later layers increasingly capture global information (implicitly, through
propagation). Similar to D2 (which models explicit neighborhoods), this design models the distribution of
neighbor representations in low-homophily networks more accurately. It also allows the class prediction to
leverage different neighborhood ranges in different networks, adapting to their structural properties.

The application of this design is often linked to graph spectral theory: Zhu et al. [58] provided a theoretical
justification for this design from the perspective of graph spectral filtering. Building upon this foundation,
GPR-GNN [6], FAGCN [3], and ACM [24] further enhance GNN performance under heterophily by develop-
ing additional graph filters and mixture mechanisms to utilize embeddings generated with varying frequency
components at the final layer, in conjunction with this design.
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3.1.4 Similarity-based Attention and Neighbor Discovery

The designs identified in [58] focus on boosting the effectiveness of message passing on heterophilous graphs
without modifying the underlying structure. An alternative approach, however, is to go beyond the original graph
adjacency and discover additional connections between the nodes in the graph, based on the similarity their
original or latent features (e.g., structural embeddings), which replace or augment the original heterophilous
structure of the graph in the message passing. Specifically, UGCN [13], SimP-GCN [14], NL-GNN [22], HOG-
GCN [38] and GPNN [47] update the message-passing graph for GNNs by removing or downweighting the
heterophilous edges in the original graph (i.e., edges that connect nodes with dissimilar features or structural
embeddings), while introducing newly discovered connections that exhibit strong homophily. On the other hand,
Geom-GCN [29] and WRGNN [36] leverage for each node both its original graph neighborhood and the derived
“structural neighborhood” based on proximity of structural node embeddings in order to augment the message
passing and aggregation process.

3.1.5 Signed Messages & Gated Kernel

In most GNN models [16, 37], messages are positively aggregated from neighbors and transformed using a single
kernel or weight matrix. However, in heterophilous graphs, this may degrade GNN performance when messages
from neighbors of different classes are mixed [58, 46]. Although attention-based GNNs, such as GAT [37], can
theoretically reduce aggregation weights on heterophilous edges, they may still accumulate noise in the generated
embeddings in practice.

An intuitive solution to address this issue is to learn signed messages (e.g., GGCN [46] and GReTo [54]) or
gated kernels (e.g., GBK [10]) that separate message passing between homophilous intra-class and heterophilous
inter-class edges. Yan et al. [46] suggested that ideally, messages from neighbors of a different class should be
multiplied by a negative sign (“negative messages”), while messages from neighbors of the same class should
remain unchanged. However, ground truth node labels are inaccessible in real scenarios, and any approximated
sign function may introduce errors. To identify conditions when signed messages can enhance node classification
performance, [46] introduced the concept of “error rate” that quantifies the portion of non-ideal messages and
analyzed node classification performance under various error rates and homophily levels. The benefits of using
signed messages can also be interpreted from the perspective of graph spectrum: signed messages allow negative
mixture of certain frequency components [49, 6], helping models better capture high-frequency components
in node features. This is especially beneficial for learning on heterophilous graphs as they contain abundant
high-frequency components in their node features, unlike homophilous graphs [58].

From the perspective of practical model design, GGCN [46] and GReTo [54] used proximity between node
features to approximate the sign function. As an alternative to signed messages, Du et al. [10] proposed a gated
bi-kernel design that applies separately to the message passing of homophilous and heterophilous edges, and
adopted a learnable gate function to distinguish between the two types of edges based on the node features.

3.1.6 Degree Corrections

Zhu et al. [58] first noted that the performance divide between low- and high-degree nodes is exacerbated on
heterophilous graphs (c.f. Figure 5). Later, Yan et al. [46] provided a thorough theoretical and empirical analysis of
how the interplay of degrees and homophily levels affects the node classification accuracy. Specifically, two node-
level properties were defined: relative degree θ̄u, which evaluates the degree of a node compared to its neighbors’
degrees; and node-level homophily hu, which captures the tendency of a node to have the same class as its
neighbors. Formally, the relative degree of a node u is defined as θ̄u ≡ EA|du(

1
du

∑
v∈N1(u)

θuv|du),where θuv ≡√
du+1
dv+1 ; and the node-level homophily hu is defined as hu ≡ P(yu = yv|v ∈ N1(u)). The authors discovered

that nodes with higher relative degrees outperform the nodes with lower ones under certain conditions of node
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features when the design of signed messages (D5) is employed. To improve the performance of nodes with lower
relative degrees, they proposed a degree correction strategy which learns to virtually increase the relative degree
of the nodes via structure-based edge attention weights τ luv = softplus

(
λl0

(
1
θuv
− 1

)
+ λl1

)
, where λl0 and

λl1 are the learnable parameters at the l-th GNN layer. If θuv is small, a large τ luv is learned, which compensates
for the current relative degree.

3.2 Heterophily and Other Objectives of GNN Research

Numerous studies have demonstrated that tackling the limitations of GNNs under heterophily not only enhances
their performance on heterophilous datasets, but also improves their properties in other aspects of GNN research.
In this section, we provide an overview of the connections that have been investigated between heterophily and
adversarial robustness, algorithmic fairness, and oversmoothing, all of which are also important for deployment.

Heterophily & Robustness. Recent works have shown that GNNs have a high sensitivity to adversarial
attacks [60, 8, 44, 42, 17, 25]. While most previous works have focused on naturally-occurring heterophily,
heterophilous interactions may also be introduced as adversarial noise: as many GNNs exploit homophilous
correlations, they can be sensitive to changes that render the data more heterophilous. This relation between
adversarial structural attacks and the change of homophily level was first suggested though empirical analyses on
homophilous graphs [42, 15], and was later formalized by Zhu et al. [55] with theoretical and additional empirical
analyses. Specifically, Zhu et al. [55] showed that on homophilous graphs, effective structural attacks lead to
increased heterophily, while, on heterophilous graphs, they alter the homophily level contingent on node degrees:
for low-degree nodes, attacks increasing the heterophily are still effective, but for high-degree nodes, attacks
decreasing the heterophily will be effective. By leveraging these relations, the authors further demonstrated
that some key architectural designs for effectively handling heterophily—separate aggregators for ego- and
neighbor-embeddings (D1) and Combination of Intermediate Representations (D3)—also improve the robustness
of GNNs against attacks. Following these relations, a follow-up work proposed a defense framework called
CHAGNN that improves the robustness of GNNs against Graph Injection Attacks (GIA) by iteratively pruning
the heterophilous edges in the graph and retraining the GNN model [59].

Heterophily & Fairness. Algorithmic fairness is a critical aspect of machine learning that ensures a model
does not disproportionately underperform for certain input classes. In the context of link prediction in networks,
fairness is desirable to prevent the prediction accuracy from being influenced by sensitive node attributes, such as
race or religion in a social network context. To promote fairness in Graph Neural Networks (GNNs), previous
research has suggested learning a fair reweighting or rewiring of the graph structure alongside the parameters of the
GNN [18, 34]. Theoretical analysis has shown that the effectiveness of these approaches depends on the weights
of the intergroup edges (essentially, heterophilous edges according to sensitive attribute), along with the group
sizes and other structural attributes of the graph. For node classification, the global homophily ratio of a graph has
revealed to be crucial in providing bounds for group fairness concerning a sensitive attribute [40]. Other research
has examined GNN fairness with respect to local homophily ratios within individual node neighborhoods [23],
revealing that variations in local homophily can impact model fairness, and that GNN designs for heterophily can
empirically enhance group fairness.

Heterophily & Oversmoothing. The oversmoothing problem relates to the degenerated performance of GNNs
with an increasing number of layers [19]. Though both the heterophily and oversmoothing problems are associated
to the unsatisfactory performance of GNNs, they do not appear to be related at a first glance. However, evidence
from both empirical [5, 6] and theoretical analysis [46, 4] has found that the two problems may share the same
root causes and may be addressed with the same approaches. Chen et al. [5] addressed the oversmoothing problem
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via initial residual and identity mapping, but their designs were found empirically to help improve the node
classification performance on heterophilous graphs. Vice versa, Chien et al. [6] addressed the heterophily problem
via generalized PageRank, but they showed that their designs are also effective for addressing the oversmoothing
problem. Yan et al. [46] are the first to explicitly analyze the relationship between the two problems. They found
that the two problems can be jointly explained by analyzing the changes in the node representations over the
layers, and proposed two designs, namely signed messages (D5) and degree corrections (D6), to address the two
problems jointly. Later, Bodnar et al. [4] used cellular sheaves theory to explain the two problems jointly. They
found that the underlying geometry of the graph is related to the performance of GNNs in heterophilous settings
and their oversmoothing behavior, and many GNNs implicitly assume a graph with a trivial underlying sheaf.
These observations and analyses have shown promising results in addressing the two problems jointly, which is
an interesting direction to explore further.

4 Revisiting When is Heterophily Challenging for GNNs

While many works have focused on designing new GNN models with improved performance under heterophily,
few of them have probed whether heterophily persistently presents challenges for GNNs. Some of these works
have found that GNNs without the aforementioned heterophilous designs (e.g., SGC [41], GCN [16], GAT [37])
can exhibit better or equivalent performance to GNNs possessing such designs on certain datasets [26, 24]. In
this section, we first summarize the main findings of these works, and show that the complexity of heterophily can
be measured based on the distinguishability of the Neighborhood Label Distributions (NLDs).1 We then highlight
two key factors, low-degree nodes and complex compatibility matrices, which deteriorate the distinguishability of
the neighborhood label distributions when coupled with heterophily, thus making heterophily a unique challenge
for GNNs in most cases.

4.1 Improved Measures for Complexity of Heterophily

While many works measure the level of homophily/heterophily by the ratio of edges that connect nodes with the
same class label (e.g., edge homophily in Dfn. 2.1, node homophily [29], or class homophily [21]), recent works
have shown that graphs with high heterophily are not always challenging for GNNs without heterophilous designs.
Through independent analyses, Ma et al. [26] and Luan et al. [24] arrive at the conclusion that the complexity of
heterophily is closely related to the distinguishability of the neighborhood label distributions, which we define
next.

Definition 4.1 (Neighborhood Label Distribution (NLD)) Given Y as the label encoding matrix defined in §2
for nodes V in graph G, the neighborhood label distribution of node v is defined as D(v) = 1

|N1(v)|
∑

u∈N1(v)
Yu,

where Yu = onehot(yu) is the v-th row of the label encoding matrix Y.

We now rephrase the two metrics proposed by Ma et al. [26] and Luan et al. [24] with the above definition,
both of which measure the complexity of heterophily by quantifying the distinguishability of D(v).

Definition 4.2 (Class Neighborhood Similarity (CNS) [26]) The class neighborhood similarity between classes
i, j ∈ Y is defined as the average cosine similarity between the NLDs D(v),D(u) of nodes v, u in class i and j,
respectively, i.e.,

S(i, j) =
1

|Vi||Vj |
∑
v∈Vi

∑
u∈Vj

simcos(D(v),D(u)), (5)

1In parallel with these studies, Yan et al. [46] conducted a theoretical analysis of performance degradation in heterophilous networks
under the “non-swapping” condition. This condition emerges when the neighboring representations for each node are insufficient to cause
the interchange of node representations from two distinct classes across their separation plane in the latent space. Conversely, the case of
“easy heterophily” [26, 24] that we address in this section corresponds to the “swapping” condition as articulated in [46].
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where Vi and Vj are the sets of nodes with class label i and j, and simcos(·) is the function of cosine similarity. We
refer to the case of i = j as intra-class neighborhood similarity (intra-CNS) and the case of i ̸= j as inter-class
neighborhood similarity (inter-CNS).

Definition 4.3 (Graph Aggregation Homophily [24]) Define the average similarity score of a node v ∈ V to
nodes Vi with class label i ∈ Y as g(v, i) = mean ({sim(D(v),D(u)) : v, u ∈ V, yu = i}), where sim is a
function (e.g., dot product) that measures the similarity between two neighborhood label distributions. The graph
aggregation homophily is then defined as the ratio of nodes v ∈ V where the neighborhood label distribution
D(v) is more similar for nodes in the same class than for nodes in any other class, i.e.,

hagg =
1

|V|

∣∣∣∣{v ∈ V : g(v, yv) ≥ max
j ̸=yv∈Y

g(v, j)

}∣∣∣∣ . (6)

We note that while hagg measures the proportion of nodes with NLD exhibiting greater similarity (regardless of
the extent) to nodes within the same class compared to nodes from different classes, it does not quantify the degree
of similarity between NLDs of nodes within the same class or across different classes, which is captured by the
CNS metric. Consequently, as we show in our empirical analysis in §4.2.4, CNS provides a more comprehensive
and accurate assessment of the complexity of heterophily on synthetic datasets, and thus we focus on CNS in our
empirical analysis below.

4.2 Factors Determining the Complexity of Heterophily

It has been shown that it is possible to have graphs with high level of heterophily but low complexity for GNNs
as measured by CNS or aggregation homophily [26, 24]: when nodes in the same class have strong similarity
with respect to neighborhood label distributions, and nodes from different classes have weak or no similarity,
GCN models are able to perform well due to the high distinguishability of the neighborhood label distributions,
even when the graphs are heterophilous. These are important findings, but this type of analysis does not provide
a complete picture of the complexity of heterophily for GNNs, as the high distinguishability of the class label
distributions under heterophily is largely dependent on key graph properties, such as degree distributions and the
compatibility matrices that drive the generation of the graph. In this section, we provide a detailed analysis of the
above two factors that determine how challenging the data heterophily is for GNNs.

4.2.1 Motivating Example: Differences in Synthetic Datasets

Prior research exploring the impact of heterophily on GNN performance frequently incorporates experiments
on synthetic datasets with controlled homophily/heterophily levels [1, 58, 26, 24]. In line with this research,
in this section we provide a motivating example based on synthetic data that showcases the role of the two
factors—namely, degree distribution and compatibility matrices—in characterizing how challenging heterophily
is for GNN models. We analyze the seemingly contradictory observations arising from the results on two distinct
synthetic datasets based on the Cora dataset: syn-cora [58] and necessity-cora [26].

Before diving into the analysis of the factors that affect the complexity of heterophily, we first provide a brief
overview on the setup and key results on the two synthetic datasets [58, 26].

Data Generation: syn-cora vs. necessity-cora. While both synthetic datasets are generated based
on Cora, their generation processes are largely different. The syn-cora dataset [58, 57] follows a modified
preferential attachment process. In this process, the probability of a new node u with class label c to attach to
existing node v with class label c′ is proportional to: (1) the ratio Dc,c′ specified in the underlying compatibility
matrix D, which determines the homophily level in the resulting graph, as empirically measured by the edge
homophily ratio h (Dfn. 2.1) and the compatibility matrix H (Dfn. 2.3), and (2) the degree dv of the existing
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Figure 3: Semi-supervised node classification accuracy of GCN and MLP observed in [26] and [58] on
necessity-cora and syn-cora, respectively, under increasing level of heterophily (i.e., decrease of
the edge homophily ratio h).

node v. This process results in a power-law degree distribution in the generated graph. On the other hand,
necessity-cora [26] varies the level of homophily by adding heterophilous (cross-label) edges on top
of the existing (homophilous) edges in Cora. To control the randomness of the added heterophilous edges,
necessity-cora adds: (1) non-random heterophilous edges based on an underlying compatibility matrix D,
and (2) random edges that do not follow the underlying compatibility matrix D, but are controlled by a noise
parameter γ.

Observations: syn-cora vs. necessity-cora. When the level of heterophily is varied, largely different
observations are reported on the two sets of synthetic graphs with respect to the GNN performance: [26] shows that
on synthetic graphs with none or few randomly-added heterophilous connections (i.e., with the noise parameter
γ close to 0), the performance of GCNs can even increase as the level of heterophily in the graph gets stronger
(i.e., when the edge homophily ratio h decreases), as shown in Figure 3(a); on the other hand, [58] shows that
the performance of GCNs significantly decreases as the heterophily increases, which we show in Figure 3(b).
As our follow-up analysis below shows, these seemingly contradictory results are due to the different processes
used to generate the synthetic graphs, which lead to very different graph properties (i.e., degree distribution, class
compatibility matrix); these in turn affect the model performance. We analyze the effects of the (F1) degree
distribution in §4.2.2 and the (F2) compatibility matrix in §4.2.3.

4.2.2 Factor (F1): Degree Distributions & Heterophily

In §4.1, we revisit the findings from recent works [26, 24] that the complexity of heterophily for GNNs is largely
determined by the distinguishability of the Neighborhood Label Distributions (NLDs) of nodes with different
class labels. Under the generation process of necessity-cora with noise γ = 0 (§4.2.1), when classes are
different c ̸= c′ and the distributions Dc and Dc′ are distinguishable from each other, one would state that the
GCN models can perform well to distinguish the nodes with class label c from the nodes with class label c′ from
the perspective of NLD distinguishability.

However, we argue that the aforementioned statement ignores the critical factor of degree for each node
v ∈ Vc that impacts the quality of the samples of the distribution Dc: when all the nodes have sufficiently large
degrees, it is expected that Dc can be recovered well in the node neighborhoods due to sufficient samples of
the distributions; however, when many low-degree nodes are present in the graph (which is the case for many
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real-world graphs, which usually follow power-law degree distributions), Dc may not be consistently recovered in
the neighborhood of the low-degree nodes under heterophily due to the insufficiency of the samples. This affects
the intra-class and inter-class similarity of the NLDs in heterophilous settings.

Empirical Analysis. We can further explain how low-degree nodes affect the intra-class and inter-class
distinguishability of the NLD for GCNs under heterophily with a simple empirical analysis: Suppose the
neighborhood label distributions Dc and Dc′ for two classes c ̸= c′ are given in the red dashed boxes in Figure 4.
Following the distributions Dc and Dc′ , we randomly generate the NLDs of 200 nodes with degree 2 for both
classes c and c′; then, we sample the labels of their 2 neighbors, and we visualize a random set of 5 of the 200
synthetic NLDs in Figure 4(a)-(b), for Dc and Dc′ , respectively. We note that since GCN aggregators additionally
consider a self-loop for each node, the NLD observed by GCN models should be considered with self-loops added
to the graphs, even when Dc and Dc′ dictate purely heterophilous connections. To visualize the contributions of
self-loops in the NLDs, we show them in gray in Figure 4.

• Case 1: Low-degree nodes & heterophily. Figure 4(a)-(b) show that the existence of low-degree nodes reduces
the distinguishability of the NLDs. Specifically, we observe that: (1) the intra-class NLDs have a high variance
and can be very different from the corresponding ground-truth distributions (even when not considering the
self-loops). In fact, the mean and standard deviation of the intra-class pairwise cosine similarity among the 200
synthetic neighborhoods of class c and c′ are 0.79± 0.24, where the high standard deviation reflects the strong
variance among the sampled neighborhood distributions. (2) Many of the NLDs from nodes in class c, c′ are
the same when considering the self-loops, which affects their distinguishability across different classes; the
inter-class pairwise cosine similarity for our synthetic neighborhoods of class c and c′ is 0.79± 0.17 in our
analysis, which is the same as the intra-class pairwise similarity with even smaller standard deviation.

• Case 2: High-degree nodes & heterophily. On the other hand, when the node degrees are high, the NLDs are
more similar to the underlying distributions Dc and Dc′ (even with self-loops considered) and thus have much
smaller variances. In our example, we randomly sampled NLDs of another 200 nodes with degree 10 (instead
of 2), and illustrate them for 5 randomly selected nodes in Figure 4(c)-(d). The mean and standard deviation of
the pairwise cosine similarity among the 200 generated neighborhoods of class c and c′ are 0.93± 0.09, while
the inter-class pairwise similarity is only 0.64± 0.15. These changes in intra-class and inter-class similarities
can also be observed in the sampled distributions shown in Figure 4(c)-(d).

• Case 3: Low- / high-degree nodes & strong homophily. We note that the presence of low-degree nodes does not
affect the similarity of NLDs as much in strong homophilous settings as in the heterophilous settings. To show
this empirically, we similarly generate the neighborhood label distributions of 200 nodes with degrees of 2
for class c, c′, but this time with distributions Dc and Dc′ showing strong homophily. In Figure 4(e)-(f), we
observe that, unlike the heterophilous settings, almost all synthetic distributions of nodes from the same class c
(or c′) are close to the expected distribution Dc (or Dc′); most neighbors (considering self-loops) have the same
class label c (or c′) as the ego node, even for low-degree nodes. Numerically, the intra-class pairwise cosine
similarity among the synthetic neighborhoods of class c and c′ is 0.88± 0.15 and 0.91± 0.13, respectively. On
the other hand, the inter-class pairwise similarity is 0.21± 0.29, which shows good separability. This example
shows that the presence of low-degree nodes is a challenge that is more pronounced in heterophilous
settings than in homophilous settings.

Summary & connections to other works. From the above analysis, we see that the existence of low-degree
nodes can lead to weak distinguishability of inter-class NLDs, thus affecting the performance of GCNs.
The significant performance gap between low-degree and high-degree nodes is also observed in [58], as shown
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Case 1: Low-degree nodes & heterophily

(a) Heterophilous distribution Dc of class c (in red box)
and 5 sampled NLDs for nodes with degree 2.

(b) Heterophilous distribution Dc′ of another class c′ (in
red box) and 5 sampled NLDs for nodes with degree 2.

Case 2: High-degree nodes & heterophily

(c) Heterophilous distribution Dc of class c (in red box)
and 5 sampled NLDs for nodes with degree 10.

(d) Heterophilous distribution Dc′ of another class c′ (in
red box) and 5 sampled NLDs for nodes with degree 10.

Case 3: Low-degree nodes & homophily

(e) Homophilous distribution Dc of class c (in red box)
and 5 sampled NLDs for nodes with degree 2.

(f) Homophilous distribution Dc′ of another class c′ (in
red box) and 5 sampled NLDs for nodes with degree 2.

Figure 4: (Factor F1) Degree Distributions: Per case, we sample 200 NLDs from distribution Dc (and Dc′) for
nodes with specific degrees, and visualize 5 sampled NLDs. The gray parts correspond to the contributions of
self-loops in the NLDs aggregated by GCN. (a)-(b) Case 1: Low degrees reduce the distinguishability of NLDs:
for all synthetic NLDs of c and c′, inter-CNS is S(c, c′) = 0.79± 0.17, with even smaller standard deviation than
intra-CNS S(c, c) = S(c′, c′) = 0.79± 0.24. (c)-(d) Case 2: Higher node degrees improve the distinguishability
of NLDs: for all synthetic NLDs of c and c′, inter-CNS is S(c, c′) = 0.64 ± 0.15, which is smaller than the
intra-CNS S(c, c) = S(c′, c′) = 0.93 ± 0.09. (e)-(f) Case 3: Low node degrees matter less under homophily:
for all synthetic NLDs of c and c′, inter-CNS is S(c, c′) = 0.21± 0.29, which is significantly smaller than the
intra-CNS S(c, c) = 0.88± 0.15 and S(c′, c′) = 0.91± 0.13.
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(b) Degree distribution of necessity-cora, the cora-
based synthetic graphs in [26] with γ = 0 and edge homophily
ratio h ∈ {0.077, 0.303, 0.446, 0.584, 0.789}.

Figure 6: Degree distributions of cora and necessity-cora. As the level of heterophily increases (i.e.,
edge homophily ratio h decreases), the degrees for all the nodes increase in necessity-cora, and the degree
distributions move further away from the original degree distribution of cora. The shift in degree distribution
explains the increase of GCN performance with the level of heterophily for the γ = 0 case in Figure 3(a).

in Figure 5. As a follow-up to our analysis2, Ma et al. [26] formalized the effects of node degrees on the
distinguishability of NLDs for Contextual Stochastic Block Model (CSBM), and derived a lower bound of node
degrees for GCN-style aggregation to improve the distinguishability of NLDs.
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Figure 5: H2GCN accuracy per
degree range on synthetic het-
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mophilous (h = 0.8) graphs. Fig-
ure from [58].

Revisiting the necessity-cora dataset. The degree distributions of
necessity-cora also explain why GCN performance starts to increase
as the level of homophily h decreases in the range of h < 0.5 (for noise
γ < 0.5): the necessity-cora graphs with homophily ratio h < 0.5
have a significantly higher average degree compared to their corresponding
base graph cora, as a large amount of edges needs to be added in order
to decrease the edge homophily ratio in the (strongly homophilous) base
graph. In Figure 6, we show the degree distribution of base graph cora in
comparison to the degree distributions of the necessity-cora graphs
with γ = 0 (i.e., when all the heterophilous edges are added according to
the underlying compatibility matrix D, without any randomness) for varying
edge homophily ratio h. We see that as h decreases, the degrees for all
nodes in the graph increase, and the degree distributions move further away
from the degree distribution of cora; for the h = 0.077 instance, even the
minimum node degree in the necessity-cora graph has exceeded the
degree of most nodes in cora. In our additional empirical analysis (§4.2.4),
we show that the lack of low-degree nodes is indeed a necessary condition that contributes to the observed high
performance of GCNs on necessity-cora.

2These analyses were first made available in the form of a blog post: Zhu, J. and Koutra, D. (2021) Revisiting the problem of
heterophily for GNNS. Available at: https://www.jiongzhu.net/revisiting-heterophily-gnns/.
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(a) Compatibility matrix with γ = 0
and h = 0.16 in necessity-cora.
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(b) Compatibility matrix with γ = 0.8
and h = 0.16 in necessity-cora.
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(c) Compatibility matrix of cora with
strong homophily.

Figure 7: Comparison of compatibility matrices H of different synthetic graphs in necessity-cora with
homophily ratio h = 0.16 but different noise ratio γ, with comparison to the compatibility matrix of cora (the
homophilous graph which necessity-cora is based on).

4.2.3 Factor (F2): Compatibility Matrices & Heterophily

Another factor that affects the distinguishability of NLDs is the distinguishability of the compatibility matrices
for different classes: Under the generation process of necessity-cora (§4.2.1), when the node degrees are
sufficiently high in the generated graphs (Case 2 of §4.2.2), the NLDs for nodes v ∈ Vc are expected to be
similar to Dc. In this case, the distinguishability of NLDs between nodes in class c and c′ mostly depends on the
distinguishability of Dc and Dc′ , which can also be observed empirically in the compatibility matrices H of the
generated graphs. In this section, we discuss how complex compatibility patterns in the rows of H can reduce the
distinguishability of NLDs and contribute to the complexity of heterophily, in addition to (F1) node degrees.

Observations on heterophilous datasets: necessity-cora under different noise levels. The differences
in the observed performance of GCN on necessity-cora under different noise levels γ (i.e., randomness
of the heterophilous edges) in Figure 3(a) can be explained by the differences in the distinguishability of the
empirical compatibility matrices H (and the underlying compatibility matrices D by extension). In Figure 7,
we visualize the compatibility matrices of graphs from necessity-cora with homophily ratio h = 0.16,
and compare between graphs with noise levels γ = 0 and γ = 0.8: (1) when γ = 0, the compatibility matrices
in necessity-cora are formulated to resemble a “loop”, where almost all connections for nodes of class
c are limited to the two adjacent classes in the “circle” of classes (e.g., nodes in Class 2 almost exclusively
connect to nodes in Class 1 and 3 in Figure 7(a)). This “loop”-pattern helps maintain the high distinguishability
of compatibility patterns among different classes, and thus provides an easier node classification problem for
GCNs compared to more general heterophilous patterns. (2) In comparison, when γ = 0.8, the heterophilous
connections of class c are distributed to all classes c′ ̸= c, and the rows Hc of the compatibility matrix are
less distinct, which is similar to the case of syn-cora (c.f. Figure 8(h)). The high similarity of Hc among
different classes makes it challenging to distinguish different classes from the NLDs even for high-degree nodes,
as many heterophilous connections from class c are uniformly distributed to other classes c′ ̸= c. This explains
the decrease of GCN accuracy under the same homophily level (and degree distribution3) in necessity-cora
when γ increases, as shown in Figure 3(a).

Observations on homophilous datasets. We also note that, echoing the observation in [26], the distinguisha-
bility of the rows in compatibility matrix H is guaranteed for graphs with strong homophily, as the largest
entries in the distributions are concentrated on the diagonal elements of the compatibility matrix H as shown

3Graphs with the same edge homophily ratio h in necessity-cora also have highly similar degree distributions by extension,
since the level of homophily is varied by edge addition.
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in Figure 7(c). Thus, the distinguishability of the compatibility matrices is also a challenge specific to
heterophilous settings.

4.2.4 The Interplay of Degree Distribution, Compatibility Matrices & NLDs

In Sections §4.2.2–4.2.3, we discussed two key factors that determine how challenging heterophily is for GNN
models. Here, we explore the interplay of these factors and NLDs via an empirical study. To this end, we construct
additional synthetic data with properties complementary to those in [58, 26].

Data generation: “loop”-style schema & power-law degree distribution. To study the interplay of factors
(F1) & (F2), we generate synthetic graphs which have: (1) (mostly) “loop”-style compatibility matrices (where
nodes in each class only connect to nodes in its nearby classes, as if all classes are arranged in a circle), e.g.,
Figure 7(a). This schema is similar to that used for necessity-cora; we leverage the same or similar
compatibility matrices as specified in [26] in the generation process. (2) the same power-law degree distribution
as syn-cora by following the same modified preferential attachment generation process as in [58, 57].

We refer to these synthetic graphs as syn-cora-loop, and consider two variants: syn-cora-loop-7
with 7 classes as in necessity-cora, and syn-cora-loop-5with 5 classes as in syn-cora. In Figure 8,
we visualize the degree distributions and compatibility matrices of our syn-cora-loop datasets, along with
the visualizations for necessity-cora and syn-cora.

Models. We assess the influence of degree distributions and compatibility matrices on the performance of three
GNN models: H2GCN [58], GCN [16], and MLP. H2GCN represents GNN models that incorporate one or
more heterophilous designs as discussed in §3.1; we examine two variants of H2GCN, namely H2GCN-1 and
H2GCN-2, with one or two layers of aggregation respectively. In contrast, GCN serves as the GNN baseline
model which does not incorporate any heterophilous designs, while MLP functions as the graph-agnostic baseline
that does not consider the graph structure. For GCN, we adopt the same hyperparameter tuning as in [26], and
further tune the dimension of hidden embeddings between 16 and 64. For H2GCN, we only tune a subset of the
hyperparameters that we tune for GCN (16 vs. 112 combinations), which are more hyperparameter combinations
than those explored in [58]. For each model, we present the mean and standard deviation of the classification
accuracy under five runs with different random seeds per dataset.

Data setup. Our experiments incorporate four sets of synthetic graphs: necessity-cora provided by Ma
et al. [26], syn-cora from [58], and the newly generated syn-cora-loop-7 and syn-cora-loop-5.
For syn-cora, we select the graph with homophily level h = 0; for necessity-cora, we select the graph
with noise parameter γ = 0 and h nearest to 0 (i.e., h = 0.03) as permitted by its generation process. We
generate syn-cora-loop-7 and syn-cora-loop-5 with h = 0. In Table 1, we present the statistics for
each dataset; the degree distributions and compatibility matrices for all datasets are visualized in Figure 8. For
the train/validation/test splits, we utilize the provided splits for necessity-cora [26], and create splits for
the other datasets using identical sizes as in necessity-cora. Specifically, we randomly select 20 nodes per
class for the training set, 500 nodes throughout the graph for the validation set, and allocate the remaining nodes
to the test set4.

GNN performance & graph properties. In Table 1, we list the performance of each model along with the
corresponding properties of the graphs. We observe the effects of the interplay between low-degree nodes and
more complex compatibility matrices to the performance of GNN models when the graphs share similar edge
homophily ratio h (0 or as close to 0 as the generation process allows):

4This setup is identical to [16], but differs from [58, 57] (where Figure 3(b) was generated), which utilized a larger training set.
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(a) Degree distribution of necessity-cora (γ = 0).

Compatibility matrix of necessity-cora with
γ=0 and edge homophily ratio h=0.08
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(c) Degree distribution of syn-cora-loop-7.

Compatibility matrix of necessity-cora-ours-7
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(d) Compatibility matrix of syn-cora-loop-7.
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(e) Degree distribution of syn-cora-loop-5.

Compatibility matrix of necessity-cora-ours-5
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(f) Compatibility matrix of syn-cora-loop-5.
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(g) Degree distribution of syn-cora.

Compatibility matrix of syn-cora with h=0.00
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(h) Compatibility matrix of syn-cora.

Figure 8: Synthetic networks used to study the interplay of factors (F1) and (F2). syn-cora-loop datasets
have the “loop”-style structure of necessity-cora graphs and the power law degree distribution of the
syn-cora graphs.
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Table 1: Dataset statistics and effectiveness of models for node classification. We report the min, median, and
max values for the intra-class and inter-CNS, and the mean accuracy ± standard deviation for each model. The
best result for each dataset is highlighted in blue.

necessity-cora syn-cora-loop-7 syn-cora-loop-5 syn-cora

#Nodes 2,708 2,708 1,490 1,490
#Edges 132,196 5,394 2,968 2,968
# Classes 7 7 5 5
Edge Hom. h 0.03 0 0 0

(F1) High-degree Nodes Only ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

(F2) Compatibility “Loop” ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

Heterophily Type Easy Challenging Challenging Most challenging

Agg. Hom. hagg 1.00 0.90 1.00 0.41
Intra-CNS (min/median/max) 0.97/0.99/1.00 0.79/0.82/0.84 0.78/0.80/0.80 0.62/0.63/0.64
Inter-CNS (min/median/max) 0.00/0.08/0.52 0.00/0.31/0.57 0.30/0.39/0.47 0.53/0.57/0.60

H2GCN-2 99.26± 0.28 88.45± 1.26 87.98± 1.49 68.95± 1.88
H2GCN-1 93.48± 0.93 80.85± 1.69 82.40± 1.77 66.82± 2.13
GCN 100.00± 0.00 65.10± 1.80 59.26± 2.17 27.27± 1.72
MLP 59.16± 0.52 58.20± 2.05 64.16± 1.61 63.84± 2.17

(1) On necessity-cora, with no low-degree nodes and the simpler “loop”-style compatibility matrices
(Figure 8(a)-(b)), models like GCN and H2GCN-2 can achieve near-perfect accuracy.

(2) On syn-cora-loop variants, where we keep the “loop”-style compatibility matrices but modify the degree
distributions to follow a power law, we observe 34.90% to 40.74% decrease in accuracy for GCN, which falls
below the accuracy of H2GCN. As we discussed in §4.2.2, this heterophilous case is challenging; this is also
confirmed by the performance drop for the graph-aware methods, including H2GCN.

(3) On syn-cora, which further strips the “loop”-style compatibility matrices for heterophilous connections
and has more complex connectivity patterns across different classes, the performance of GCN further
decreases by 31.99% and falls much below the performance of the graph-agnostic MLP in this case; though
the accuracy of H2GCN variants also decreases significantly in this challenging case, they still outperform
MLP in this case.

NLD distinguishability & graph properties. The significant changes in the accuracy of GCN can also be
explained by the changes in the distinguishability of NLDs caused by different graph properties. In Table 1, we
report the Class Neighborhood Similarity (CNS) and Graph Aggregation Homophily hagg for the all synthetic
graphs (as defined in §4.1, where we consider self-loops in accordance with GCN aggregation). We also visualize
the CNS and its standard deviation (following Eq. equation 5) between pairs of classes on each dataset in Figure 9.

Based on the intra-class and inter-CNS in Table 1, we observe that:

(1) With the presence of low-degree nodes, the syn-cora-loop variants have reduced intra-CNS with higher
variances compared to necessity-cora, while the inter-CNS also increases, though they share similar
“loop”-style compatibility matrices;

(2) The removal of the “loop” pattern in the compatibility matrices of syn-cora further reduces the intra-CNS to
a level similar to the inter-CNS, which leads to weak distinguishability of the neighborhood label distributions
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Cross-class neighborhood similarity of necessity-cora with γ=0
and edge homophily ratio h=0.08

0.99±0.01 0.05±0.04 0.49±0.07 0.01±0.01 0.01±0.02 0.46±0.06 0.05±0.04

0.05±0.04 0.99±0.01 0.07±0.06 0.5±0.08 0.0±0.01 0.0±0.01 0.49±0.05

0.49±0.07 0.07±0.06 0.99±0.04 0.1±0.07 0.52±0.07 0.0±0.01 0.0±0.01

0.01±0.01 0.5±0.08 0.1±0.07 0.97±0.04 0.09±0.06 0.52±0.08 0.01±0.02

0.01±0.02 0.0±0.01 0.52±0.07 0.09±0.06 0.99±0.02 0.06±0.04 0.47±0.06

0.46±0.06 0.0±0.01 0.0±0.01 0.52±0.08 0.06±0.04 0.99±0.01 0.04±0.02

0.05±0.04 0.49±0.05 0.0±0.01 0.01±0.02 0.47±0.06 0.04±0.02 1.0±0.01

(a) CNS of necessity-cora with γ = 0.

Cross-class neighborhood similarity of necessity-cora-ours-7 with
edge homophily ratio h=0.00

0.76±0.28 0.0±0.0 0.26±0.28 0.0±0.0 0.0±0.0 0.21±0.27 0.0±0.0

0.0±0.0 0.8±0.23 0.0±0.0 0.43±0.3 0.0±0.0 0.0±0.0 0.36±0.31

0.26±0.28 0.0±0.0 0.83±0.22 0.0±0.0 0.68±0.28 0.0±0.0 0.0±0.0

0.0±0.0 0.43±0.3 0.0±0.0 0.79±0.25 0.0±0.0 0.53±0.31 0.0±0.0

0.0±0.0 0.0±0.0 0.68±0.28 0.0±0.0 0.83±0.22 0.0±0.0 0.23±0.26

0.21±0.27 0.0±0.0 0.0±0.0 0.53±0.31 0.0±0.0 0.82±0.22 0.0±0.0

0.0±0.0 0.36±0.31 0.0±0.0 0.0±0.0 0.23±0.26 0.0±0.0 0.82±0.22

(b) CNS of syn-cora-loop-7.
Cross-class neighborhood similarity of necessity-cora-ours-5 with
edge homophily ratio h=0.00

0.79±0.25 0.0±0.0 0.38±0.31 0.42±0.31 0.0±0.0

0.0±0.0 0.77±0.27 0.0±0.0 0.38±0.32 0.41±0.31

0.38±0.31 0.0±0.0 0.79±0.25 0.0±0.0 0.37±0.31

0.42±0.31 0.38±0.32 0.0±0.0 0.79±0.25 0.0±0.0

0.0±0.0 0.41±0.31 0.37±0.31 0.0±0.0 0.79±0.25

(c) CNS of syn-cora-loop-5.

Cross-class neighborhood similarity of syn-cora with edge
homophily ratio h=0.00

0.55±0.29 0.3±0.28 0.44±0.3 0.45±0.31 0.3±0.28

0.3±0.28 0.56±0.3 0.28±0.28 0.46±0.31 0.43±0.31

0.44±0.3 0.28±0.28 0.56±0.29 0.31±0.28 0.44±0.31

0.45±0.31 0.46±0.31 0.31±0.28 0.55±0.3 0.3±0.28

0.3±0.28 0.43±0.31 0.44±0.31 0.3±0.28 0.55±0.3

(d) CNS of syn-cora.

Figure 9: Class neighborhood similarities (CNS) of the synthetic datasets in Table 1.

between nodes from different classes. These observations explain the decrease of GCN performance observed
in our experiments, and show how that the distinguishability of the neighborhood label distributions can
depend on other properties like degree distributions and class compatibility matrices in the underlying graphs.

Additionally, we note that while the Aggregation Homophily hagg is a good indicator of the performance of
GCN on necessity-cora and syn-cora, it does not correlate well with the performance changes of GCN
on syn-cora-loop variants. While hagg is defined as the ratio of nodes with NLD more similar to nodes from
the same class than nodes from other classes (Eq. equation 6), it does not measure the level of similarity between
the NLDs of nodes from the same or different classes as CNS does. Therefore, we believe that CNS is a more
accurate and comprehensive indicator of the complexity of heterophily, as Table 1 shows.

Effectiveness of heterophilous GNN designs. With H2GCN as an example that incorporates three het-
erophilous designs (D1), (D2) and (D3) (discussed in §3.1), we observe that these heterophilous designs can
largely improve the performance of GNNs compared to GCNs even when the heterophilous connections do not
have the ideal distinguishability in the NLDs as in the necessity-cora (γ = 0) case. When the distinguisha-
bility of NLDs among different classes is low (i.e., when intra-CNS is low and inter-CNS is high), the H2GCN
variants largely outperform GCN under heterophilous settings. While our experiments focus more on the effects
of graph properties to NLD distinguishability and GNN performance and only considered H2GCN as an example
for heterophilous GNNs, more comprehensive experiments have been conducted in recent works [30, 46, 21]
which support the effectiveness of these heterophilous GNN designs.

5 Conclusion & Future Directions

In this work, we revisited the debate of whether heterophily is a challenge for GNNs. We first reviewed
representative architectural designs that have been proposed in the literature for improving the performance
of GNNs on heterophilous data, and then discussed the connections with other objectives of GNN research,
such as robustness, fairness, and reducing oversmoothing. To address the debate and reconcile seemingly
contradictory statements in the literature, we conducted an extensive empirical analysis that aimed to provide a
better understanding of when heterophily is challenging and when it does not pose significant additional challenges
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compared to handling graphs with homophily. We also considered recently proposed measures for quantifying the
complexity of heterophily and evaluated their effectiveness across synthetic datasets based on different generation
processes. Our analysis revealed two key factors that increase the complexity of heterophily: (F1) the presence of
low-degree nodes, and (F2) the complexity of the class compatibility matrices of the underlying graphs. These
factors present unique challenges for GNNs under heterophilous settings, and necessitate architectural designs
that can improve the performance of GNNs. We hope that our review and empirical analysis will inspire future
research on better understanding the unique challenges of heterophily in GNNs and developing more effective
GNN models that can handle well both graphs with homophily and heterophily (of variable complexity).

Future Directions. There are many promising research directions towards understanding the unique challenges
that heterophily poses to GNN models. Next we discuss some representative open problems:

• Beyond node classification and global homophily. Most existing works on GNNs and heterophily (including
the ones we review in this work) focus on node classification, where heterophily can be defined and measured
with respect to the agreement of class labels for connected nodes. However, many important applications
on graphs, such as recommendation systems, query matching, and the prediction of molecular properties,
are based on other learning tasks such as link prediction and graph classification. It is thus important to
understand the effects of heterophily on these tasks and inform the design of tailored GNN models that can
handle heterophily. While few works have discussed heterophily in the settings of link prediction [53, 56]
and graph classification [48], their definition of heterophily is still based on node class labels, which are often
not available for these tasks. Measuring homophily in the absence of node is an interesting problem for these
graph learning tasks. Moreover, going beyond a global perspective and exploring the effect of different mixing
patterns across different neighborhoods is an important research direction that has started to gain reaction [23].

• More datasets & applications. Despite recent efforts in collecting and introducing new datasets that address
the drawbacks of existing heterophilous ones [21, 30], we believe that the call for more heterophilous graph
datasets and applications is still important and timely. Many existing works on GNN and heterophily rely on
the six heterophilous graph datasets which were first adopted by Pei et al. [29]. While these datasets were
useful during the early stages of research on GNNs and heterophily, multiple works [58, 21, 30] have pointed
out the drawbacks of these commonly adopted benchmark datasets, namely their small sizes, artificial class
labels, imbalanced class sizes, unusual network structure, and even leakage of test nodes in the training set.
In light of these, Lim et al. [21] and Platonov et al. [30] proposed a set of mid- to large-scale social, citation
and web networks with more diverse node features and realistic class labels, but these datasets have yet to
gain widespread adoption, and the relationship between the (heterophilous) links and the class labels is often
ambiguous (e.g., predicting product ratings on Amazon based on edges connecting frequently bought items).
Thus, we believe that there is still a need for datasets that have naturally-occurring heterophilous connections
that align better with defined node class labels. In terms of application domains, it would be useful to go beyond
social, citation, and webpage networks and introduce benchmarks that capture molecular or protein structures,
which could also aid the investigation of more graph learning tasks that we discuss above.

• Connections between heterophily & heterogeneity. Although we highlighted in §2 that heterophily and
heterogeneity are two distinct concepts that should not be confused, heterogeneity may introduce unique forms
and challenges of heterophily that are worth investigating: connected nodes of different types could imply
dissimilarity in their embeddings, resembling the concept of heterophily, while the level of homophily may
also vary across different local mixing patterns. As a result, GNN models operating on heterogeneous graphs
have already adopted designs similar to those tailored for heterophily, such as the separation of ego- and
neighbor-embeddings and the use of type-specific kernels in message passing [31], in order to address the
challenges of heterogeneity. Moreover, recently, Guo et al. [11] also discussed how enhancing the homophily
level in the meta-paths of heterogeneous graphs can improve GNN performance. Therefore, we believe that
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further research on the connections between heterophily and heterogeneity can help better understand the
connections between the methodologies and findings of these two settings, which in turn may lead to the
development of more effective GNNs for both scenarios.
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